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Lecture of Daniel Kaufmann
Exchange rate and price dynamics around the zero lower bound

The academic content was

![Academic Content](image1)

Number of responses = 25

The methodology and presentation were

![Methodology and Presentation](image2)

Number of responses = 25

Which topics were the most interesting for you and will be relevant to your daily work?

- No one until this moment
- Modelling constrained by the zero lower bound is a new topic for me. It was a good lecture.
- Very topical and relevant for me. I think it complemented Sylvias topic well. Again I will apply Sylvias models at work
- how difference of the forecast performance between the model without vs with zero lower bound interest rate
- The effect of ZLB in forecasting accuracy.
- all
- Exchange rate mechanism when you have constraints on the interest rate
- all, but no time to exercise
- Exchange rate lecture was very interested and helpful to my work

**Which subjects should be eliminated or reduced?**

- It is Ok
- -
  - The content was just right.
- -
  - None
  - none
  - no subject